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Here’s What You Can Do With This Awesome Report:  
 
- Pass it off to one of your friends.  
- Tweet about it.  
- Blog about it.  
- Post it on Facebook.  
- Include it as a surprise bonus with your own products.  
- Send it to your list.  
 

 
 

 

Why Don’t You Spread The Knowledge Now & Share 
This Report With Your Facebook & Twitter Peeps!!  
 

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED:  No part of this report may be reproduced or transmitted in any 
form whatsoever, electronic, or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or by any 
informational storage or retrieval system without express written, dated and signed permission 
from the author.  
 
AFFILIATE DISCLAIMER: Just to give you a heads up, some of the links in this report may be 
affiliate links, which means that I earn money if you choose to buy from that vendor at some 
point in the near future. Yes, I am honored to be in an industry where they pay us to spread the 
word about high quality products that keep the wheels spinning in our businesses and I take 
pride in finding the best learning resources on the net and sharing them with you. I am humbled 
and thankful that you trust me to do so. I do not choose which products and services to 
promote based upon which pay me the most, I choose based upon my decision of which I 
would recommend to a good friend. You will never pay more for an item by clicking through my 
affiliate link, and, in fact, may pay less since I negotiate special offers for my readers that are 
not available elsewhere.  
 

DISCLAIMER AND/OR LEGAL NOTICES:  The information presented herein represents the 
view of the author as of the date of publication. Because of the rate with which conditions 
change, the author reserves the right to alter and update his opinion based on the new 
conditions. The report is for informational purposes only. While every attempt has been made 
to verify the information provided in this report, neither the author nor his affiliates/partners 
assume any responsibility for errors, inaccuracies or omissions. Any slights of people or 
organizations are unintentional. If advice concerning legal or related matters is needed, the 
services of a fully qualified professional should be sought. This report is not intended for use as 
a source of legal or accounting advice. You should be aware of any laws, which govern 
business transactions or other business practices in your country and state. Any reference to 
any person or business whether living or dead is purely coincidental. 
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About The Author  
 

Hey there! My name is Andrew Twelftree 
and I am an author, trainer, and internet 
marketing consultant at my blog, 
http://andretwelftree.com   I am also a father 
to three incredible children, Tia, Jemma and 
my little mate Jakob.  They are my world, 
and I do what I do because of them.  
 
I will clearly admit that I’m a bit passionate 
about things pertaining to Internet Marketing 
and Network Marketing and can usually be 
found in my office on my computer, typing 
away at the keys posting a blog post rditing 
a training or promotional video or networking 
with others on Facebook or Skype.  

 
My number one passion in life is life itself.  My other passion is helping people.  I love 
teaching others how to generate multiple streams of Passive Residual Income 
using online methodology and technology.  I hope and trust that the information I 
provide gives extreme value and teaches the required knowledge and skills to enable 
my students to live a life of complete freedom!  
 
Having been in the Network Marketing industry for a while now, it was such a relief to 
discover the concept of Internet Marketing. While I am a people person and I love 
interacting with others, going to the shopping malls and stalking people was not what 
I wanted to do day in and day out while building my business. I wanted leverage from 
day one, and internet marketing helped me find it!  
 
In the time that I’ve been building my businesses online, I have come to discover a 
few challenges that most Network Marketers face when trying to build a business 
using the Internet. Effective lead generation, training, and mentorship!  
 
That realization inspired this ebook, and to make it available to you so that you could 
overcome the challenges that most networkers face. This ebook will provide you a 
blueprint for lead generation success, and show you how to set up a powerful sales 
funnel that will bring you leads, and build a rock solid list in no time.  
 
To connect with me online and share testimonials about how this information has 
benefited you, please visit me at one of the sites below:  
 
*  My Blog:     http://andrewtwelftree.com   
*  Facebook:  http://www.facebook.com/drewyboy  
* Twitter:        http://www.twitter.com/atwelftree  
* Skype:         drewyby 
 
Feel free to send questions, comments and concerns to me at 
http://andrewtwelftree.com/contact    
 
It’s a pleasure for me that our paths have crossed; I look forward to doing business 
with you, and connecting soon.  
 
Sincerely,  

Andrew Twelftree 
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The Problem – What Issue Do Most Marketers Face. 
 
Note: Much of the content below is biased towards home business, if however 
you have a business in another niche the same principals apply but with much 
less competition. 
 
At some point it is inevitable that every marketer will face one or all of the 
following real problems with their business. 
 

• You’ve run out of friends/family to talk to about your business and you’re 
unsure what to do next 
 
• You struggles to find more than 5-10 people a month to introduce to your 
Business 
 
• You’re buying leads, or thinking about it 
 
• You’re using “old school” strategies such as flyers, drop cards or 
prospecting strangers 
 
• People talk about duplication but you haven’t seen any yet? 
 
• You’ve seen people making money (that aren’t any smarter than you) and 
it’s starting to get frustrating 
 
• You see 50 different ways to generate leads online and you aren’t sure 
what’s the right direction for you 
 
• The Initial momentum you built in your business is dying along with your 
team. 
 
• Your friends don’t call you any more. 
 
• You’re ready to build a REAL business like a top earner – if you have a 
strategy proven that just plain works 

 
Let's be perfectly clear. If you want radically better results in your 
business, you need to drastically change your business model. 
 
Many new marketers are completely paralysed. They live in a world of 
excuses about how they lack the resources (time, money, etc.) to change their 
life.  And this is why they stay stuck. 
 
To Radically Change your business you need to radically change your 
strategy. 
 
The key to ongoing continual growth of your business is the constant 
injection of new blood.  This means you need to be consistently 
introduce new people to your opportunity.  In other words you need 
leads and lots of them for your business to survive. 
 

http://andrewtwelftree.com/
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However, all leads are not created equal…… 
 
 
 
 

All Leads Are Not Created Equal 
 
Manual Lead Generation 
 
There are many ways you can generate leads manually, the process is similar 
in every case. I will list off just a few. 

 Facebook 

 Twitter 

 Linkedin 

 Google+ 

 Traffic Exchanges - And many more. 
 
In every case you are making the first move and contacting new people.  
Many new marketers fall into the spam cycle because they don’t know any 
better.  Hell I did when I first came online, but I quickly determined that just 
spamming links to people firstly just does not work and secondly annoys 
people to the point that they will avoid you at all costs. 
 
The proper way to manually create leads is to “make a friend” first, help them 
in some way by providing value to them in their marketing efforts and then 
they will generally ask you what you do.  At that time, once permission is 
given, then send a link to your opportunity presentation. 
 
The principal of attraction marketing is so powerful, provide value to people by 
teaching them something they don’t know and human nature has them drawn 
to you as a leader.  Attraction Marketing is a must have skill for every 
marketer and the day I bought and read Magnetic Sponsoring everything 
changed. 
 
If you have not read the magnetic sponsoring Ebook yet – I suggest you do.  
Go Here and get your copy  Magnetic Sponsoring  But please don’t get 
caught up in all the other stuff, get your copy of the Ebook and get out of 
there.  You only have precious time to get your business on track.   
 
You need to train yourself not to be attracted by every new shiney object on 
the internet or you will end up running around in circles and never get 
anywhere.  Trust me I’ve done it, it will cost you time and money you can little 
afford. 
 
Manual Lead Generation is just that.  Manual.  In other words you trade your 
time to generate each lead.  This will work but who wants to be sitting in front 
of the computer for endless hours each day hounding people to talk with 
you. 
 
This manual method will work and is encouraged in the early stages of your 
business, however, this method has little leverage and will not really 

http://andrewtwelftree.com/
http://andrewtwelftree.com/magneticsponsoring
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generate any time freedom.  So what I am suggesting is combine this 
strategy with the online recurring lead formula I am about to outline until your 
autopilot leads far outweigh any manual efforts you might make….. 
 
 

What if I Need Leads Now! 
 
Here is the thing, if you are just starting out in business and you need leads 
right now.  I suggest the following strategy. 
 

 Determine the number of leads a day you require to grow your 
business. 

 

 Be realistic at first so that these goals are attainable. 
 

 

 Learn and begin to implement the recurring lead generation formula 
taught below. 

 

 Start with your warm market, people you know, I know this is 
something you probably don’t want to do, but it is a ready group of 
prospects.  Your posture will determine how many you recruit.  Be 
positive and confident.  In face read Magnetic Sponsoring again before 
you contact them…… 

 
 

 Supplement your automated leads with manually generated ones 
until such time as you have enough leads coming in automatically. 

 

 Google+ Marketing.  See my blog post and video on the subject. 
http://andrewtwelftree.com/google-plus-marketing/ 

 
 

 Facebook Marketing.  Found this awesome training on how to use 
facebook to generate leads.  http://andrewtwelftree.com/facebook-
open-graph-marketing 

 

 In both cases, your goal is to make a marketing friend, build rapport 
with them, provide value to them with posture, then, upon permission 
from them, forward your information. 

 

 “With Posture” means your aura of self confidence, initially you may 
have to work at it, but eventually it will come naturally as your skills and 
knowledge increase. 

 
Your ultimate goal will be to have leads just appear.  Recurring leads do take 
a little time to start coming in so you may have to do a bit of facebook/google+ 
marketing to keep things happening until the auto leads start really flowing. 
 
Ok now for the gut’s of it.  It all starts on the next page. 
 

 

http://andrewtwelftree.com/
http://andrewtwelftree.com/magneticsponsoring
http://andrewtwelftree.com/google-plus-marketing/
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The Recurring LEAD Generation Formula 
 
This – Ladies and Gentlemen – is where it is at.  In this section I will expand 
into great detail on what recurring online leads are and how to get them. 
 
 

Imagine This – Your Leads Contacting You. 
 
I constantly get contact requests for skype, facebook and a steady flow of 
emails of marketers reaching out to me for help in their marketing efforts.  
Why, because I provide value and training to them, this Ebook for example, 
they see me as a leader in the industry and want to associate themselves with 
successful people to absorb the skills and knowledge they need to succeed.  
 
Now am I a “Guru” – No.  Do I make millions of dollars online – Not yet…… 
But I do provide value to people.  And you can to, even if you don’t have 
success yet and don’t know everything.  You ask how can you do that? 
 
Simple, as long as you know more than the person you are providing value to 
you will be seen as a leader.  The simplest way to do this is to watch a 
webinar or read a blog post from one of the market leaders and summarise 
their teachings “in your own words”  - Not theirs – into either a blog post or 
youtube video.   
 
The best resource for training information on the planet is a generic marketing 
system based around the attraction marketing principals of magnetic 
sponsoring by the name of My Leads System Pro or MLSP. 
 
I use MLSP as my hub.  All my marketing efforts funnel the leads to MLSP.  I 
suggest you take a serious look at MLSP because Myself and many of the top 
marketers on the planet use it as an integral part of their marketing online.   
 
If you are brand new to marketing online I suggest looking at the introductory 
level, however, if you are serious about your marketing MLSP Mastery is the 
way to go, the 100% commissions available on product sales will not only pay 
for itself in a heartbeat but supplement and diversify your current income. 
 
Note, If you join at the mastery level, you qualify for TWO 1 hour personal one on one training sessions 
with myself to discuss your marketing and form the best game plan for you. 

 

So What Are Recurring Leads? 
 
 
Recurring Leads are leads that relentlessly “just appear” daily, without the 
need for prospecting, paid advertising or approaching friends – family and 
total strangers.  The just keep flowing in on complete autopilot, totally free. 
 
Now for every marketer, this sounds just friggen awesome right.  So how do 
you get them? 
 

http://andrewtwelftree.com/
http://andrewtwelftree.com/myleadsystempro
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The Number #1 Reason 97-99% Of Marketers Fail 
 
Plain and Simple – Not Enough people see your presentation.  In effect not 
enough leads – Lead Poverty. 
 
So if you can relate to any or all of these: 
 

 Feel confused about what direction to go in? 

 Sick of wasting Time for no result. 

 Suffer from information overload. 

 You Sometimes Question yourself  “Have I Got What It Takes to 
Succeed” 

 Your embarrassed about what your family is thinking of you. 
 
Your not alone – It’s completely normal, every marketer feels this way at 
some point in their career, but if you are the sort of person who: 
 

 You are Ready to Grow your Business but you haven’t found what 
strategy is the best fit for you - YET… 

 You are Willing to sacrifice for you and your families future. 

 During your struggles, you have been a sponge that has soaked up the 
knowledge and skills along the way ready for when right opportunity 
comes along. 

 You take personal accountability and responsibility.  You don’t blame 
others for your struggles. 

 You want the best for you and your family.  You’ll take the risk to 
provide for them in a way that you know best. 

 

 
 

http://andrewtwelftree.com/
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Typical or Traditional - Lead Generation Strategies 
 

Traditional methods taught near always include 
– make a list of friends, family, work mates and 
acquaintances.   
 
The problem with this is, nobody “wants” to do it, 
only those who’s motivation is great enough to 
overcome the fear will actually do it.   
 
Ultimately for those who actually do contact their 
warm market, the list is finite, so they will run out 
of people to talk to very quickly.  Which then 
leaves you with contacting complete strangers 
from the classified ads, business magazines or 
something similar.  Again, people don’t want to 
do this, and it is extremely difficult to do. 
 

You spend your time and money to generate each and every lead to view 
your presentation.   This Has Zero Leverage. 
 

 
For those people who have or are thinking about 
buying leads, you will find that they convert very 
poorly as these leads are often sold to multiple 
people.   
 
When you call them it is like calling a complete 
stranger, they don’t really want to talk with you.  It 
is a painful experience and the constant rejection 
is very hard to overcome.  I know I’ve done it. 
 
It will take a long time to develop the required 
phone skills to actually convert these leads.  All 
the time both your time and money is being spent 
to generate leads.  Stop doing it and the leads 
also stop.  Again Zero Leverage. 
 
  
  
This requires a budget and many new marketers 
loose money doing this early on.   
 
There is a steep learning curve to gain the skills 
to actually start generating quality leads this way. 
 
When first starting out, I suggest other strategies, 
but once you are surrounded buy successful 
marketers long enough, your copywriting skills 
will improve and this may be an effective stategy 
in the long run.  If you stop spending money – the 
leads stop flowing – Little Leverage. 

http://andrewtwelftree.com/
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The Recurring LEAD Generation formula. 
 
So how do you do this.  The key is to create compelling content and put it on 
the internet.  Every day people find this content and every day some of those 
people become your leads.  See illustration below. 
 

 
So in effect, you need to create Youtube video’s – blog posts or both and 
place them online.  Personally, I do both,  I have a keyword targeted video 
embedded into a keyword optimized blog post,  On many occasions I not only 
rank the blog post but the video as well and in most cases the video ranks 
waaaayy faster.  So I now focus on video’s to get traffic to my lead capture 
pages and blog posts. 
 
Reality is that because Google own Youtube, video’s are favoured in the 
rankings.   Rankings are critical because even though you have content on 
the internet, no one will find it unless you target buying keywords and rank 
video’s and “post on purpose” to get traffic.  Now the absolute Guru on 
posting on purpose is Rob Fore.  His training product on this subject not only 
way over delivers but is extremely cost effective.  I live by his strategy these 
days.   
 
Grab Your Copy  “Posting On Purpose”  The hands down best $47 I spent 
for the success of my business.   
 
So whether you are brand new to internet marketing or been around for a 
while, creating ongoing recurring lead flow is the key to your long term 
success.  You will be so “friggen stoked” (Aussie Slang for happy) for the 
amount time freedom that this strategy will create for you once you get 
enough “content” being found.  So I guess you ask – what content do I make?   
The next section will get into this in more detail – keep reading. 

http://andrewtwelftree.com/
http://drewyboy.postingonpurposepro.com/
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What Kind Of Content Do I Create? 
 
The fastest and easiest way to create content and get it found is Youtube – 
Hands Down.   
 
Now I do not only post Youtube video’s, I have a lot of varying types of video’s 
such as: 

 Value based Training 

 Success Mindset Training. 

 How to Video’s 

 Company Reviews Risky But effective 

 Marketing Tool Tutorials 

 Marketing Tool Reviews 

 Social Media Training 

 Affiliate Program Reviews 

 Local Marketing Video’s 

 Clickbank/JV Zoo video’s 
 
Any or all of these video’s rank faster and tend to stick once ranked if they are 
embedded on a blog post targeting the same keyword and or a closely 
related keyword.  I create them together and backlink both the video and post.  
It works a treat. 
 
Youtube Works – If Done Right  
 
3-5 Minute video’s that provide value to your target market. 
 
Blogging Works – If Done Right  
 
Note it is very important you start a blog, branding yourself as the credible 
expert in your niche.  Providing value to your target market.  So when the time 
comes they are ready to buy, they will seek you out as the expert.  Initially you 
can use google plus as your blog as it will take a little time to get your self 
hosted blog up and running.  The most important thing is to begin creating 
content. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://andrewtwelftree.com/
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The importance Of A Sales Funnel 
 

What is a sales funnel I hear you ask let me illustrate. 

 

 
 

Let me explain in bullet points. 

 All you Marketing efforts should point to some form of lead capture page 

 Once they enter details you have these leads as part of your list 

 You then use an email autoresponder to automatically build a relationship with 

your prospects.  If you have not got an auto responder I suggest getting your 

AWeber Account Today.  Prewritten emails are provided as past of the MLSP 

system, so you wont have to attempt to write 50 emails day one.   

 Always provide “Value” at every opportunity, not just sell sell sell, or they 

won’t be on your list very long. 

 Send a broadcast email to your list daily over and above any follow up emails.  

Video training video’s of yourself will help your prospects get to know, like 

and trust you. 

 As people contact you, you have a personal conversation on the phone or 

skype, then you can promote your primary program and your prospect will be 

Waaaaaaaaaayyyyyyy more likely to join you. 

 

 

So all of your marketing efforts should be focused to one location – Your list. 

 

Once on your list know that 95% of people will likely not join you in your primary 

opportunity.  So selling “stuff” in the form of training and tools is an effective way of 

diversifying your income. 

 

 
 
 
 

http://andrewtwelftree.com/
http://andrewtwelftree.com/aweber
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Relationship Building on Auto Pilot 
 

Once you have your lead captured and your auto responder set up, pre written emails 

will be trickled out to your prospects every day or two.  Rather than writing these 

emails yourself, as part of the MLSP system you will have access to an entire series of 

professionally written emails to customize with your details. 

 

Your broadcast messages are designed to provide value to your prospects so that they 

will learn to firstly open your emails, then get to know you, like you and trust you.  

Along the way you can indirectly promote training products to supplement your 

income. 

 

I like to forward blog posts which have my video’s embedded in them with training 

on different strategies and tools.  It gives your prospect the opportunity to see you, 

hear you, feel your “Vibe” and “Energy”. and then they will trust you.  That’s when 

they will join you and buy stuff. 

 

 

Copy Writing Skills 
 

Very quickly, it’s a shameless plug but the value of this is just to good to pass up. 

 

Diane Hockman is dead set the best teacher on how to get people to “Buy Stuff”  her 

training is one of those “must have” items.  The stupid thing is it’s only $7. 

 

Buy it    Get Prospects to Buy! 

 

Nothing more needs to be said. 

 

Make Money from the “No’s” 
 

If you do not realise that most of the leads you generate will not join you in your 

primary opportunity – now you do. 

 

BUT the cool thing is most of the leads you generate because they are targeted, are in 

the MLM industry and looking always to improve their skills, so promoting training 

programs and tools is an effective way of increasing your income.   

 

Now there are many products and programs you can promote.  Clickbank and JV Zoo 

to name two.  Generally however you only earn 20-50% on the money spent – which 

is nice but there are better options out there. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

http://andrewtwelftree.com/
http://andrewtwelftree.com/aweber
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Promoting For - 100% Commissions 
 

This is the new trend emerging on the internet.  100% Commissions.  This trend is a 

good thing for you because it gives you the opportunity to quickly increase your 

income. 

 

There are several touting 100% commissions, do your research as many have 

excessive pass ups and separate affiliate fees.   

 

 

 

 

Summary 
 

The Recurring Lead Generation Formula Steps 
Ok I sum everything up as fast as I can. 

 

MLSP 
 

I use this as a hub for all my marketing, it is hands down the best attraction marketing 

generic platform for promoting your primary opportunity, make money from the 

“No’s” and learn all the skills you want from within the system training. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

http://andrewtwelftree.com/
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Your Own Blog 
 

Go to my page on setting up your own blog.  I will walk through it step by step. 

 

http://andrewtwelftree.com/setting-up-your-own-blog/ 
 

 

 

 

 

Resources And Tools 
 

As an online marketer you will need a series of tools.  I direct you to my Blog 

Resources page, which has the updated list of tools that are working right now. 

 
http://andrewtwelftree.com/resources 
 
 
Finally, Thank You – I know that if you implement these strategies and stick 
with it and never give up.  You are 100% guaranteed to Succeed.  I have 
enjoyed sharing my knowledge with you and invite you to connect with me – 
but only if you are serious about “Making It” Online. 
 
 
http://andrewtwelftree.com/contact  
 
Or even better – Call me on skype  drewyby 
 
I hope you got value out of this report, if so feel free to share. 
 
I look forward to seeing you on the leader boards. 
 
Until next time  
 
You Rock. 
 
Andrew Twelftree 
 
 
 
 
 

http://andrewtwelftree.com/
http://andrewtwelftree.com/setting-up-your-own-blog/
http://andrewtwelftree.com/resources
http://andrewtwelftree.com/contact
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